
T H E  G U I D E

Getting dressed in a hurry
without losing your style

Hiding behind those big sunnies with a 
top knot and yoga pants?

But really? Who are we kidding?  
There’s no surprise that we were in 
a rush and had absolutely no time or 
energy to pull it all together.  
Or maybe the thought of get ting ready
in the morning when you are only 
dropping the kids of f at school seems
like too much work.

No mat ter how rushed you are, there is 
always a way to look and feel stylish.
So pour a cup of cof fee and dig into
this delicious guide to get ting dressed
in a hurry.

GUILTY!
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First things f irst, at least wash your face, 
brush your teeth and get the f lat iron 
going. Get ting your face fresh and 

tousling those locks is a must!

Find a go-to basic like a white cami or your 
favorite pair of jeans. Pick only one here.

Next, grab a piece that makes you smile.
I call this the happy piece. So maybe 

that printed skirt or lace blouse.
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Time to add some style and get your 
layering piece. This can be a cardigan, 
blazer, even a cute zip up hoodie if your 

happy piece is a skirt or colorful pant.
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Lastly, go for the accessories. Of course 
shoes are a must, but I always grab a great 

scarf on the way out when time is of the 
essence. Maybe a set of bangles or a long 

pendant necklace. Just something to 
complete your look.

1. The Basic Piece

2. The Happy Piece

3. The Layering Piece

4. Top it off with a
    scarf and shoes

STEPS
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So let’s review...
1. The Basic Piece

2. The Happy Piece

3. The Layering Piece

4. Top it of f with a
    scarf and shoes

Here are some shining examples of just how great you 
will look by following my guide to get ting dressed in 

a hurry!
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BASIC

Happy

Layer

Top it off!

If you love this guide, f ind more great tips by following us on social media.
f@layeredbycake
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